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INTRODUCTION 

Savings in taxpayer dollars. Greater willingness of 

citizens to serve on juries. Greater sharing of the responsi-

bility of jury service among more citizens. Reduced efforts 

by citizens to avoid jury service. Ease of implementation of 

improvements. Improved public attitude toward the courts 

generally. These benefits have been obtained by courts across 

'the country which have improved their jury management. All of 

these benefits can be achieved thl':oughout California as well. 

In 1976, the National center for State courts surveyed 

jury selection and management practices throughout the state.1-I 

That survey identified 37 problem areas. Following review of 

the National center's report, the Judicial Council of California 

asked the National Center to focus on 13 areas, to devise 

responses to the problems and then to test those responses in 

several courts to assure their viability in the California 

context. This report documents the problems found in the 13 

areas, the responses proposed and the test results of possible 

solutions. This study has confirmed that significant improve-

ment is achievable. For instance, if only one change were made -

reducing the number of jurors summoned to appear for serv~ce-;:.;. 

almost $6,000,000 could be saved annually. 

-!/National Center for state courts, western Regional Office: 
~Report to the JUdicial Council on Jury Selection and 
Management, september, 1976. 

2-77524 
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Many suggestions cont:ained in the report are complementary. 

For example, if the number of jurors Sent to a courtroom is 

reduced, the number of jurors called to the courthouse can be 

reduced; if the percentage yield of jurors from a given number 

of summonses is improved, the number of sunwonses mailed can be 

reduced; if higher fees are provided to jurors and courts adopt 

a shorter period of required service, the number of requests for 

excuse based on financial hardship should be reduced significantly. 

The National Center recognizes that efficient use of jurors 

is not the only concern of courts. Although courts at times 

seem oblivious to the time or costs of jurors, it would be wrong 

for courts to adjust their schedules solely to achieve efficient 

jury operations. This report necessarily focuses on efficient 

jury management, but is not proposing the elimination of juror 

waste to "I:he exclusion of other concerns. Rather, it proposes 

that courts manage their juror resources as they would any scarce 

and expensive resource. If they do, courts will achieve signifi

cant savings and other benefits without negative impact on their 

calendars or other aspects of their operations. 

Detailed analysis, recommended solutions for the courts and 

the Judicial council, a prototype jury selection and service act6 

suggested implementation procedures, data gathering forms for 

analyzing jury operations and other information which should 

help jury commissioners run their systems more efficiently, are 

contained in the full report. 
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SUMMARY OP METHODOLOGY 

The project was divided into two phases. In phase one the 

National Center visited 30 courts in 18 counties and collected 

de'tailed information on the following: 

· multiple source lists 

· updating master jury lists 

random selection 

· sununoning 

• telephone systems 

. compensation 

length of service 

facilities 

measuring system 
efficiency 

• panel sizes 
• dissemination of infor

mation to courts 

• pooling :iurors • statutory consolidation 

After reviewing data from these courts and basic resource 

materials in each subject area, tentative solutions were pro-

posed for testing. In phase two, the National Center ran tests 

of proposed solutions in four test sites (seven courts). Data 

gathering and testing spanned eight months. 

The superior courts and municipal court districts in which 

data were collected represent 22 percen't of all such courts and 

these courts held 55 percent of all sworn jury trials in Calif-

ornia in 1975-1976. 

Extensive appendices to the full report contain detailed 

data on the courts surveyed, samples of forms used, and selected 

detailed results from the tests conducted. Many of the recom-
II 

mendations made by the Nation.al Center should be implemented by 
',.1 

statutory amendment. 
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUS IONS AND RECOMMENDAT'IONS 
; . 

The sections which follow are in sequence according to 

their presentation in the complete report. Each recommendation 

is preceded by a summary statement describing principal study 

findings and analysis. 

SOURCE LISTS 

The united States Supreme Court has with increas ing 

frequency invalidated jury selection schemes which resulted in 

a supply of available jurors nat being II repres~ntat.ive of the 

community. I, ' The most important aspect of a jury selection system 

in determining the representativeness of the supply of prospec

tive jurors is the source of names of those jurors. 

Voter registration lists have been shown to underrepresent 

certain classes and other lists have been suggested as sources 

of names not found an the voter lists. These alternative sources 

of names suffer from various disadvantages. It therefore appears 

that one list alone may not be adequately representative. Thus, 

the use of multiple source lists appears to be the most effec

tive solution to the problem of obtaininq a representative list 

of prospective jurors. Of the available lists, the Registrar 

of Voters' list and the Department of Motor Vehicles license/ 

I.D. list have the most advantages and fewest disadvantages. 

Twenty six of the thirty-four courts reviewed use these two lists. 

Various difficulties may be encountered in mersring multiple. 

source lists and removing duplicate entries. llowever, rela-

tively inexpensive and simple procedures can be utilized to 

merge source lists manually or by using a computer. 

-6- 1\ 
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The National Center's analysis indicates tht.t the average 

incr,3C1.se in size of the master jury list using the license/I.D .. 

list as a supplement is 71 percent. Values in individual 

counties ranged from a low of 35 percent to a high of 88 per

cent~ Thus, use of multiple source lists should substantially 

increase the size of the master jury list. Although it is 

impossible to compile demographic statistics to explore the 

racial, age, economic and other backgrounds of those on 'the 

merged lists; the sheer increase in size of the supply of avail

able jurors is significant. It is hypothesized that an increase 

in the list size results in greater representativeness. 

Recommendations, 

Current California statutes allowing use of supplemental 

source li.sts should be made manda,tory by ptescribirtg that the 

master jury lis'l: be compiled from a combination of sou;t:'ce lists. 

The Judicial council of California should determine which 

source lists will be used and should periodically re-examine 

the source lists to determine if lists shoUld be added or 

dropped. In the meantime, individual. courts should voluntarily 

adopt use of the multiple source lists allowed by curJCer:,c 
v 

California law. 

A central repository of the knowledge held by cOllrts cur

rently using supplement,al source lists should be estiablished 
" 

by the Judicial Council. written descriptions of the methods 

of merging multiple source lists could be compiled and furnished,) 

to cour'cs desiring to set up multiple source list techniqUl9s of 

their own. 

-7-
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UPDATlNG MASTER 0URY LISTS 

Many changes occur in source list information over time. 

The longer one of these lists is used as the basis for generating 

a master jury list, the more inaccurate Ithe information on the 

master jury list becomes. In addition", though new county J:esi

dents are eligible for jury service after 29 days of in-county 

residence, they may not appear on juror lists for up to 11 months 

after they move into a county if the court updates its master 

jury list only once a year. Also, jurors who leav:.~ the county 

may be retained on the list needlessly. 

The lag in updat .... Zlg master jury lists causes a significant 

reduction in the number of people returning qualification ques

tionl1a ires. Thus, a reduc"l:.ion in overall yield from the master 

jury list results. 

r~ice-a-year or more frequent compilation of master jury 

\ lists and qualified lists would increase representativeness by 

picking up new registrations and would help eliminate erroneous 

information from master jU.l:',Y lists, thus increasing qualifica

tion yields. 

Recommendations 

The National Center recommends that each court, or courts 

sharing jury operations, with five or more judges utilize a 

twice-a-year qualifying cycle in order to enhance representa

tiveness of jury selection. All o'ther courts should update 

master jury lists once a year. The most recently updated 
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source and master jury lists should be used during each quali

fying cycle. courts desiring to adopt one-step qualifying and 

summoning should obtain new source lists at the beginning of 

each qualification and summoning cycle. 

The JUdicial council should propose legislativeactioh re

quiring the Department of Motor Vehicles to furnish updated 

lists in May and November to those courts requesting lists 

twice-a-year: this will correspond to most courts' qualifying 

cycle. 

RANDOM SELECTION 

Random selection is required at numerous steps in the 

process of obtaining jurors by the broad statutory requirement 

of Code of Civil Procedure section 205. The objective is to 

have a selection process untainted by bias. 

A number of different techniques will result in a random 

selection. One method which has many advantages involves 

assigning a number to each prospective juror's name and then 

matching that number to a random number table. 

Though all of the jury commissioners surveyed indicated 

they were using some form of random selection,many were unable 

to provide a comprehensive description of t)heir system. This 

could be to their disadvantage if their system is challenged. 

Because the court is responsible for seeing that the 

mandated random selection occurs, it is imperative that the 

court know, understand and approve the random selection method 

that is being used. 

-9-
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Recommendatioll§. 

Every jury commissioner should have a written description 

of random selection techniques used in the process of selecting 

jurors. 

The random selection method used should be completely 

random, where mere chance and an unplanned sequence of selection 

guarantee that each name has an equal probability of being 

selected. 

SUMMONING JURORS 

For a variety of reasons, courts summon too many people 

for jury duty. In the process of over-summoning they select 

too many names from source lists for master jury lists, mail 

too many questionnaires and qualify too many prospective jurors. 

The estimated total annual cost of over-summoning in 

California is about $5.85 million, including daily fees, mileage 

and administrative costs. 

Most jury commissioners do not keep an on-going record of 

qualification yields, summoning yields and total yield for their 

courts. Yield information is helpful in controlling over-

summoning, but jury commissioners also must be able to adjust 

the number available to serve to the number of prospective 

juror~; .. actually needed. In order to make these adjustments', 
'\ 

they must have statistical data available to predict these , 

actual needs. 

By collecti.ng and using data, staggering trial starts, 

restricting the numbers of excuses 'granted, and adopting better 

-10-
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communication patterns within the courts, jury commissioners 

should be able to more closely match the number of jurors called 

with the number actually used. 

Recommendations 

The Judicial Council should adopt a Standard of Judicial 

Administ~ation providing for the quarterly measurement by each 

court of its qualification yield, suwmoning yield, overall 

yield and comparison of the summoning yield (prospective jurors 

who serve) with actual concurrent use of jurors. Also, a quan-

titative standard should be set to the effect that if the number 

of unused prospective jurors for a three-month period exceeds 

ten percent of the total summoned, the number of summonses or 

notices to report for service should be reduced accordingly. 

The courts should take steps to eliminate over-summoning 

prospective jurors as a means of reducing the cost of jury 

operations. The number of prospective jurors summoned should 

be reduced on average throughout the st~te about 27 percent by 

June 30, 1980. This must be done within the context of the 

forecast of jury cases for each court. 

TELEPHONE SYSTEM~ 

It is often impossible to predict exact juror needs be-

cause court opera~ions are subject to cyclical or sporadic 

requirements. Last minute changes are unavoidable even in the 

best-run courts. As a result, courts regularly have too many 

or too few people serving on jury duty. Consequently, people 

may be force0 to wait hours before serving or may never serv.a 
II c 

(' 

3--77524 
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at all. Several types of telephone systems can aid courts in 

adjusting the number of jurors summoned to the number of jurors 

needed. These systems may supplement or replace written commun

ications with prospective jurors. 

Telephone systems may be used for different aspects of 

jury selection. Jurors may actually be summoned using a tele

phone alert system. Supplemental panels to continue an in-process 

voir dire may be obtained or entire panels cancelled by a tel'e

phone alert or by an answering machine (recorded message) 

approach. 

Using an answering machine rather than jury personnel to 

cancel or confirm jurors can result in cost savings. For 

example, the Federal District Court for Northern California 

reported savings of $63,000 in the first two years of use of a 

call-in system. The call-in system allowed the court to reduce 

personnel, overhead costs and juror fee payments. Also, analysis 

of the telephone alert system used in one California county 

indicates that conversion to a call-in system could result in 

cost savings of from $18,000 to $35,000 the first year. 

Recommendations 

Courts should send jurors written s~mmonses and make night

before-appearance adjustments in the number reporting for 

service through the use of telephone answering machines", 

Courts should obtain prospective jurors for supplemental 

panels by using a telephone alert system. Further testing 

should be done to dete;rmine if call-in procedures can '.be 

designed to obtain Bupplemental panels. 

-12-
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PANEL SIZES 

"Panel" means that group of jurors which is used to com

plete voir dire. The size of the panel is the number of 

prospective jurors in the panel when it arrives at the court

room to start voir dire. 

Judges and jury commissioners claim they know from experi-

ence the sizes of panels to send to courtrooms. yet few have 

data to justify the panel sizes they use. Record keeping and 

simple statistical analysis are necessary to determine optimum 

panel sizes. After optimum panel sizes are determined the 

number of prospective jurors summoned may be adjusted. with 

anticipated downward adjustments, cost savings should accrue 

in most courts. 

Panel sizes and the use of prospective jurors in the court-

room were tested in the four test sites during regular jury 

trial operations. Tests were conducted measuring all jury trials, 

all jury trial panels minus supplemental and unused panels, 

cases with supplemental panels and cases with panels returned 

unused. 

The results of these tests are as follows: 

In orange County, the average panel size sent to court-

rooms to start voir dire was 39. Of the prospective jurors sent 

to voir dire, about 42 percent were unused in voir dire. Of the 

peremptory challenges available to the parties, only 25 percent 

were used. 

In Sonoma County, the average panel size sent to start 

voir dire was 36. Of those, about 35 percent were unused in 
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voir dire. Of the peremptory challenges available, only 29 

percent were used. 

In San Jose-Milpitas Municipal Court, the average panel 

sent to start voir dire was 31, of which about 34 percent were 

unused. Twenty-four percent of the peremptory challenges 

available were exercised. 

Forty-three was the average panel size in Santa Cruz County. 

Of these 43 prospective jurors, about 19 (44 percent) were unused 

in voir dire. Only 34 percent of the peremptory challenges 

available were exercised.' 

These results suggest that for all cases (civil and criminal), 

for both municipal and superior courts, panel sizes are too large 

and the number of peremptory challenges available is not a sound 

reference to use in setting panel sizes. 

~ailed Analysis of Panel Sizes and Prospective Jurors 

On the basis of these general results, further analysis was 

conducted to determine if there was a disparity between panel 

sizes and jurors used in municipal courts and superior courts 

and for civil and criminal cases in each one~ This included 

cases with and without supplemental panels. 

At each level of detail and for each category of panel 

tested, the National Center analyzed the same factors. There 

was a significant difference between panel sizes for superior 

and municipal courts. However, there were no significant dif

ferences in panel sizes between civil and criminal cases. 

Results were similar for prospective jurors used in voir dire. 
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The average difference between panel size and number of 

jurors used in voir dire is about 1.5 prospective jurors for 

superior and municipal courts. These differences are significant. 

The National center conducted further analysis to identify 

the differences between jury cases which used only one panel and 

those that used supplemental panels to complete voir dire. For 

cases where supplemental panels were used, panel sizes were 

significantly larger than the number of jurors used in voir dire, 

indicating that supplemental panels are larger than they need to 

be, and that they should be set with greater care. 

Reduced panel Sizes Sent to Courtrooms 

Based on an analysis of prospective jurors used in voir dire, 

some preliminary ranges for panel sizes were set for testing. 

Jury commissioners and judges in the Sonoma County Superior and 

Municipal courts and the San Jose-Milpitas Municipal Court agreed 

to experiment with smaller panels during January, 1978. 

The National Center suggested that panel sizes for Sonoma 

County Superior Court be reduced from a mean of about 40 and 

median of 35 to a range of 27 to 32 prospective jurors, and that 

the number for Sonoma Municipal Court be reduced from a mean of 

about 30 and a median of 29 to a range of 18 to 23 prospective 

jurors. The National Center suggested that panel sizes in the 

San Jose-Milpitas Municipal Court be reduced from a median of 

30 to a range of 21 to 24 prospective jurors. 

Results of these tests suggest that judges and attorneys 

need to adjust their attitudes to accept smaller panel sizes, in 

-15-
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most types of cases with th~ proviso that in certain types of 

cases, such as driving under the influence, slightly larger 

panel sizes are warranted. Also, the results indicated that 

the reduced panel sizes suggested by the National center for 

superior and municipal courts were appropriate for fulfilling 

the requirement of at least 80 percent of all jury cases during 

the test period. 

Statistical Analysis Conducted to Set Ranges of Panel Sizes 

Using the results of the reduced panel size tests in 

Sonoma County and the San Jose-Milpitas Municipal Court, the 

National Center developed two panel size ranges for conducting 

further statistical analysis. The range of panel sizes proposed 

for municipal courts was 18 to 24 and for superior courts was 24 

to 30. These ranges were applied to the 350 jury cases studied 

in the four 'test sites between September and December. 'rhese 

ranges would have fulfilled the requirements of about 80 percent 

of all cases and would have served to minimize the number of 

prospective jurors who were unused. 

~Unusual" Cases and "Unusual" Panels 

Many judges and jury commissioners argue that every case 

is unique. The National Center believes that this argument is 

over-simplified relative to setting panel sizes for jury cases. 

Analysis indicates that only about 20 percent of all jury cases 

required panel sizes larger than the proposed panel size ranges. 

(Comparing the larger panel sizes with the number of prospective 
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jurors used in voir dire indicated that such cases are clearly 

distinctive and should be considered "unusual." 

A Methodology for setting Panel Sizes 

The results of this analysis indicate that no single factor 

provides an accurate indication that a case is lIunusual." How-

ever, when different factors were analyzed in combination several 

well-defined conditions emerged which can be used to accurately 

predict whether a case is "unusual." These are listed below. 

Panel sizes for lI unusual" cases should be set with care and 

should be based on the best judgment of the judge involved and 

the jury commis,sioners. Over time, data collected on "unusual" 

cases may assist in this decision process. 

criteria for Identifying "Unusual" Cases* 

If a case satisfies one of the following conditions there 

is an 85 percent chance that the case is "unusual" and will 

require a panel size larger than the ranges proposed. 

For Superior Court 

If the case is criminal, and: 

The estimated length of trial is greater than 

seven days; or 

The number of peremptory challenges available is 

greater than 26. 

*These should be reviewed annually by the Judicial Council, 
Administrative Office of the Courts, to verify quantitative 
accuracy and the scope of the criteria. 
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"Usual" Cases and "Usual" panel! 

If a case does not meet any of these criteria, it should 

be treated as a "usual ll case and therefore should be assigned 

a panel size within the proposed ranges for superior and 

municipal courts. These criteria should be used by jury 

commissioners on a day-to-day basis. 

Local court Application 

other courts should obtain similar results by applying 

these criteria in setting panel sizes. However, some courts may 

prefer to monitor their jury cases, related panel sizes and 

prospective juror usage for three or four months, and develop 

their own set of statistical criteria similar to these~ Large 

and medium-sized courts may benefit from doing so. However, 

small rural courts should use the criteria proposed as the 

number of jury trials per year would probably not merit devel

opmen'f; of local criteria. 

Panels Returned Unused 

Panels are sent to courtrooms and then never used about 

10 percent of the time. The main reasons panels are returned 

unused are: changes of plea, continuances, dismissals and 

waivers of jury trial in criminal cases, and settlements, con-

continuances and waivers of jury trial in civil cases. About 

75 percent of the panels returned unused stemmed from last

minute changes of plea and settlements. 
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It is probably impossible for courts to totally eliminate 

the occurrence of unused panels. However, jury commissioners 

should pay attention to this problem and attempt to reduce the 

number of panels and prospective jurors affected to as few as 

possible. 

Recommendations 

The Judicial Council should adopt a Standard of JUdicial 

Administration that provides for target sizes for panels in the 

"usual" municipal and superior court case. For municipal courts, 

the target range should be 18-24, and for superior courts it 

should be 24-30. 

If a supplemental panel i.s required, the jury cormnissioner 

should send a smaller number of prospective jurors than that 

required for an initial panel. As a general rule, the jury 

commissioner should send four prospective jurors for each juror 

yet to be selected. 

Statistical criteria have been proposed which will aid in 

determining "usual" and lI unusual" cases. These should be used 

statewide. However, courts that desire to devise their own set 

of criteria should develop and implement them usingr an approach 

similar to the one used in this project. The Judicial Council, 

Administrative Office of the Courts, should annually review the 

criteria for accuracy. 
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JURY POOLS 

It has been argued that jury ,pool systems (where prbSpec-

tive jurors are summoned to a jury assembly room and then 

assigned in panels to courtrooms) utilize jurors more effici

ently than jury panel systems (where prospective jurors are 

summoned directly to courtrooms). Despite o'bstac1es to precise 

data collection, a general analysis shows that on th~ average 

jury pool oper'ations require fewer juror service days than 

panel systems. Thus, jury pools, if properly operated, tend to 

increase the efficiency of juror utilization. 

There are different types of jury pools and a court should 

decide which type is best suited to its operating character-

istics. Once established, jury pools must be monitor~ld to 

assure proper management. .Efficiently rul'l, jury pools can 

decre~se the number of: jurors summoned and save money. 

Recommendations 

The Judicial Council should adopt a Standard of Judicial 

Administration which advocates jury pools and, where~ appropriate, 

consolidated jury pools in accordance with Code of Civil Proce

dure Section 203.1. The Standard should also provide for the 

sharing of prospective jurors in small courts. 
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The following courts should take steps to establish con .. · 

solidated jury pools: 

~unicipal courts 

Monterey Peninsula 

Northern Solano 

San Francisco 

San JoSe-Milpitas 

Santa Cruz* 

Superior Courts 

l'l'apa 

San Francisco 

Santa clara 
(criminal division) 

Santa Cruz* 

Th(~ following courts should take steps to establish jury 

pools: 

San Luis Obispo Superior Court** 

Sunnyvale-Cupertino Municipal Court~* 

Tulare Superior Court 

The Judicial Council should conduct further studies to 

identify other courts in California that could benefit from a 

change in t"heir method of jury operations. 

JUROR COMPENSATION 

Juror compensation is a highly controversial subject. 

Current practices seem inequitable from the jurors' standpoint, 

but equitable from the counties'. It is difficult to define an 

optimum amount to pay jurors but the trend is toward an iricreasec1 

rate of pay for juror services. 

*Already in pro9ress~ 
**On a sharing basis in each court. 
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Nineteen of 21 jury commissioners interviewed felt that 

jury fees should be increased. Jurors surveyed felt that fees 

should be higher and suggested, on average, a fee of about $15 

per day. Compared with practices in other states, California's 

jury fees rank among the lowest. 

After examining the various arguments for and against 

increased juror fees, the National center analyzed a number of 

alternatives, including payment of no fee, payment of no fee for 

the first two or three days of service and then a much larger 

fee such as $30 or $40 for the fourth and additional days of 

service, paying all jurors a fixed per diem such as $10 per day 

and a cet rate for mileage, paying a set amount to cover ex

penses such as $10 per day, and paying a fee such as $20 per day 

to only those jurors who are not paid by an employer while 

serving jury duty. These alternatives were evaluated in terms 

of four criteria: adequacy of the amount, equity for the jurors, 

ease of administration by the courts and fiscal impact. 

The results of this evaluation produced two alternatives 

with comparable ratings, but different merits. 

I ~ , 

The first alternative is to raise juror pay to a standard 

rate of $10 per day and treat it as a coverage of jurors' 

expenses. There would be no separate mileage allowance. 

The second alternative is to raise juror pay to a 

standard rate of $20 per day and treat it as a combination 

fee and coverage of expenses. However, it would not be paid 

to those jurors who are employed and lose no income while 

serving .. 
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These alternatives were discussed with members of the pro

ject Advisory Committee. They were concerned about the dispar

ities in the bases and rates for paying jurors throughout the 

state. They were also concerned that a statewide standard flat 

rate payment to all jurors might not cover the expenses of 

those who may serve that live in remote areas of large or me

dium-sized counties and who might have to travel an excessive 

distance to and from court (some of the connties mentioned were 

San Bernardino, Dan Diego and San Luis Obispo). The Committee 

concluded that counties should have the option of reiml)ursing 

jurors' mileage expense, and if a county elects to do so, the 

reimbursement should be at the rate of 17 cents per mile, both 

ways. 

Each of these alternatives was contrasted with the 

estimated present county costs to pay juror fees and mileage 

allowance~ If jurors had been paid $10 per day at the level 

of usage in 1976-77, the estimated total cost for the courts' 

would have been $21,817,780. That would have been an increase 

of $5,999,888 or 37.9 percent more than what the estimated pay

ment was statewide. The estimated cost for civil litigants 

would have been a $537,227 o~ 37.9 percent increase. 

If a $20 daily payment had been made only to those jurors 

who were not reimbursed by their employers and at the level of 

usage in 1976-77, the estimated total cost for the courts would 

have been $26,l8l~340. That would have been an increase of 

$10,363,448 or 65,,5 percent. The estimated cost for civil 

litigants under this alternative would have been a $924,487 

or 65.5 percent ificrease~ 
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Juror usage has been estimated at its current level in the 

comparisons above. If jurors were used more efficiently and 

the number summoned decreased, "the fiscal impact would be o.if

ferent~ it could be offset in large measure, if not completely, 

by improved management techniques. 

Based on the results of the National Center's analyses, 

it appears that the best short-term solution is to raise jurors' 

pay to $1.0 per day and increase jurex: usage efficiency, about 

27 percent. 

Reconunenda t ions 

The Judicial Council should support legislative action to 

increase the amount paid to all jurors to $1.0 per day, to cover 

juror expenses incident to serving such as mileage or transpor

tation, parking and luncheon. Summoning reductions are proposed 

on page 10. 

Recognizing that some jurors in some counties will have to 

travel distances which exceed the norm to serve, counties will 

have the option of paying mileage i.n addition to the standard 

juror reimbursement. If a county elects to reimburse jurors 

for mileage, it should do so at thE~ rate of 17 cents per mile 

from home to court and return. 

The Judicial Council should re-examine the adequacy and 

basis for paying jurors within five years of the date of this 

report. That review should include an assessment of the achieve

ments in juror usage efficiency, especially reduction in the 

number summoned per jury trial scheduled. 

Ii: 
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COMPLETION OF SERVICE 

While some courts in California have reduced the jury 

service period to as little as one day or one trial, many 

courts, including larger ones and those in rural al'.:'eas, con

tinue to require longer periods of service ranging from 16 

to 35 days. 

A statewide, standard le'ilgth of jury service should be 

set which permits some flexihility in application among the 

courts and yet places a reasonable upper limit on the time 

jurors are expected to serve in each county. 

Reducing the length of service has certain advantages and 

disadvantages. Jurors are generally more favorable to shorter 

lengths of service. Shorter service usually poses less 

economic burden on jurors than does longer service. With ,. .... 

shorter service requirements a larger number of citizens and 

probably a greater cross-section of the community get to serve1 

and there are generally fewer requests for excuses and thus a 

better overall yield of prospective jurors. 

The disadvantages are shorter cycles and higher frequency 

in the administrative work of processing jurors and some 

attendant higher administrative costs. The National center 

believes the advantages far outweigh the disadvantages. 

Recommendations 

The Judicial Council should provide by statute for a 

maximum of 19 days of service in a year. 



Different courts in the same coun~y should resolve 

significant differences in service requirements within the 

IO-day limit to accommodate the implementation and contribute 

to the stlccess of shorter service periods. 

JURy FACILITIES 

The National Center found that the types of facilities 

provided jurors range widely. No standards. for the size or 

design of facilities for jurors appear to be in effect and 

often the type of facilities proviued depends on the ingenuity 

of the jury co~nissioner in adapting space. 

In a survey of attitudes, jurors indicated a higher 

thnn expected sat.isfaction with jury facilities. A notable 

exception in a.ll but one court was the provision for parking 

facilities. Ana, the percent of jurors indicating that. orien

tation facilities (23 percent) and waiting areas (42 percent) 

were either only average or poor suggests there is room for 

improvement. 

Resolving existing problems with jury facilities is diffi

cult because of practical and economic problems encountered in 

remodeling existing structures. Also, solutions to specific 

problems in one court rarely have applicability to another 

because of the unique conditions encountered in each court. 

Consequently, the National Center has concentrated on develop-

ing statewide standarc.1.s for jury facilities rather than 

proposing specific solutions for specific courts. 
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Recommendations 

The National center recommends that standards for jury 

£aci1ities be adopted by the Judicial Council. These standards 

should then be adopted by county boards of supervisors, judges 

and jury commissioners as facilities standards. They should be 

used to measure the adequacy of jury facilities in existing 

court buildings and serve as guidelines in the. design of new 

courthouses. 

WAYS OF MEASURING SYSTEM~FFICIENCY 

Few jury corunissioners in California have conducted juror 

utilization studies. Many of them collect data continuously 

or periodically but most do not use the data to measure and 

analyze their operations. Of the 34 courts reviewed, only six 

had conducted some type of utilization study. Of the other 28, 

12 had collected statistics on jurors but 16 had not. There is 

little or no uniformity among the kinds of data kept and many 

statistics are essentially unusable for proper analysis and 

manaqement. 

Juror utilization studies should measure, analyze and 

suggest adjustment of the size of panels sent to courtrooms, 

the number of prospective jurors in the jury pool and/or the 

number of prospective jurors summoned. 

If juror utilization studies are conducted, many courts 

could probably reduce jury operation costs by 25 percent or 

more. In some courts, this could mean savings in the hundreds 

of thousands of dollars. This type of self~evaluation is 

a prerequisite for efficient and effective management. Common 
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criteria should be used to measure juror usage efficiency so 

that the results of measurements are useful both to individual 

courts and for statewide comparison. 

These statistics should be collected and reported monthly 

with other statistical reports submitted to the Judicial 

council. Since many smaller courts (less than five judges) 

have not developed statistical reporting to the same extent 

that larger courts have. the reporting requirement for these 

courts should be optional. But smaller courts should develop 

the capacity for regular juror usage reporting within three 

years. 

Recommendations 

The Judicial Council should adopt a Standard of Judicial 

Administration which provides that each court, or courts sharing 

jury operations with five or more judges conduct juror utiliza

tion studies for at lea8t three months per fiscal year using 

forms and procedures similar to those provided in the full 

report. These studies should measure panel size and prospective 

juror use in the courtroom, and jury pool status and trans-

actions. 

Each court, or courts sharing a jury operation, should 

analyze and report monthly to the Judicial Council, Administra-

tive Office of the Courts., on forms provided by that office, 

the following: 

Juror usage in voir dire measured by the number of 

prospective jurors sent to voir dire, the number of 

original panels (no supplemental panels) sent to 
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voir dire, the number and percentage of those sent 

who were sworn as jurors or alternates, the number 

and percentage of those sent who were challenged 

and the number and percentage of·those sent who were 

not challenged or sworn (unused). 

The number of prospective jurors in the jury assembly 

room at the start of the day, the number of prospec-

tive jurors sent to start voir dire, and the number 

of prospective jurors not sent to voir dire, for every 

jury trial start day. 

The number of jurors surrunoned, the number and per-

centage of those summoned whose summonses were 

returned or undeliverable and were ignored, and the 

number and percentage who were disqualified, excused 

permanently, deferred and qualified. 

Jury trial (voir dire) starts measured by the number 

scheduled, the number and percentage started and the 

number and percentage completed. 

Juror cost measured by the average daily cost 

per juror paid and the total cost of prospective 

jurors not sent to voir dire. 

The Administrative Office of the Courts should summarize 

the information described above and prepare comparative tables 

for municipal courts and for superior courts and include them 

in the JUdicial Co, . ~!s annual report. 

The Judicial Council should arrange with the Center for 

JUdicial Education and Research to expand the ori~ntation for 
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new judges to include a special component which deals with 

jury selection, service, management and utilization efficiency. 

Once formulated, this program should be presented as a special 

workshop for existing judges. 

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION TO COURTS 

In some courts, particularly in the smaller jurisdic

tions, jury selection and management duties have been delegated 

to a person who has other duties, or no clear delegation has 

been made. In other courts, two people in different positions 

may handle different aspects of the jury system, with result

ing gaps in responsibility and system management. Several 

problems may result, one of which is that statutory changes 

affecting jury operations may not be noticed. 

No manual exists for jury personnel to turn to wh~n 

questions regarding jury service arise. communication patterns 

in local courts between judges, jury commissioners and other 

court personnel are informal and they do not exist on a state

wide basis. No rp.gular report exists such as those sent to 

judges, clerks and court administrators aimed at informing 

jury personnel of statutory changes or innovations which could 

be used in the jury system. 

Recommendations 

The National Center recommends that a clear delegation of 

authority and responsibility for the jury function be made in 

each court. 
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So that they may keep their members informed of s'tatutory 

changes, the California Court Administrators Association, 

california JUry Commissioners Association, jury cmnmissioners 

and court administrators throughout the state should be added 

to the list of persons receiving the Administrative Office of 

the Court's Newsletter and staff Report on Legislative Measures. 

The Administrative Office of the Courts or the California 

Jury Commissioners Association should direct the drafting of a 

procedures manual for use by jury commissioners throughout the 

state. 

The California Jury Commissioners Association should assume 

a more active role in training jury commissioners and keeping 

them informed of current developments in the field. 

STA TUTORY CONSOLIDATION 

The importance of efficiel;1t utilization of jurors has 

gained increasing recognition and a consolidated jury act is 

seen as a tool in providing a framework for that efficiency. 

Current statutory provisions affecting jury service are found 

in six California codes (Business and Professions, Civil 

procedure, Government, Health and Safety, Labor and Penal) • 

There are examples of needless length or complexity, perhaps 

the most glaring of which are the 58 sections in ~le Govern

merlt Code which provide for juror fees in the 58 counties. 

The idea of a series of statutory sections in one code 

dealing with all jur.y selection and service requirements has 

found increasingly favorable reception in recent years. The 
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Federal government and the states of Maryland, Colorado, 

Hawaii, Idaho, Michigan, Minnesota, North Dakota~ Indiana and 

Massachusetts have enacted unified jury selection and service 

acts. 

By and large these acts are comprised of a relatively 

small number of sections dealing with the sources of names 

of prospective jurors, qualification, summoning, length of 

service, payment of jurors, and certain administrative or 

policy requirements. with the exception of the Massachusetts 

act, they are short, well-organized and establish a fr~aework 

which gives courts within the jurisdiction some flexibility 

in adapting the plan to local requirements. 

These acts were reviewed and a prototype California Trial 

Jury Selection and Service Act was drafted to consolidate 

statutory sections pertaining to jury operations into one code, 

update procedures and terminology, incorporate certain other 

reconunendations in this report and provide fora, ole.~,rly 

organized management scheme. 
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IMPLEMENTATION PRIORITIES 

The National center has formulated suggest,ed t,echniques 

and procedures which the ~udicial Council and individual courts 

can use to implement the recommendations. They are contained 

in the full report. A checklist of priorities assigned by the 

National Center is included in this report. Although each of 

the areas is important, it is suggested that the Judicial Coun

cil and individual courts pursue and implement the recom.-r:,endations 

in the priority order suggested. 

The suggested techniques and procedures are intended to 

assist in implementing recommendations included in the report. 

They are not intended to be a substitute for a comprehensive 

procedures manual covering all jury operations. The develop

ment of such a manual is discussed in the full report. 
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PRIORITY CHECKLIST FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

1 = highest priority 
2 = medium priority 
3 = lowest priority 

Priorities for the 
JUdicial Individual 

Areas Tested council Courts 

1. Multiple source lis,ts 1 1 

2. Updating master jury lists 3 3 

3. Random selection 2 3 

4. SUltlIl1.oning jurOl::s 1 1 

5. Phone systems 2 1 

6. Panel sizes 1 1 

7. Jury pools 2 1 

8. Juror compensation 1 2 

9. Completion of service 1 2 

10. Jury facilities 3 3 

11. Ways of measuring system efficiency 2 1 

12. ,Dissemination of information to 2 3 
courts 

~.3 • statutory consolidation 1 3 
( 
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AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY AND IMPLEMENTATION 

.The members of the project Advisory committee have reviewed 

this report and support its recommendations. However, they have 

identified some additional areas which they believe deserve 

further study and implementation, and they requested these be 

brought to the attention of the Judicial Council. They are: 

.. 

Extend and upgrade juror orientation programs for 

municipal and superior courts. 

Establish a jury management team within the Administra~ 

tive Office of the Courts to provide technical assistance 

and to help in implementing many of the recommendations 

in this report. 

Review the feasibility of amending the California statutes 

to provide that civil litigants pay for each prospective 

juror on the panel as well as for those on the final jury. 

propose or support legislation to reduce the number of 

peremptory challenges available in felony cases. 

A'175l!4-5S3 4-78 1M LDA 
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